Guidelines on Software Copying

Computer software is the intellectual property of the company that produces it. The company is entitled to collect revenue based on that software, so that it can make a profit and invest in future improvements or other products.

Individual software packages are controlled by software licenses and/or copyright; the contents of manuals are protected by copyright.

The following guidelines are in force at NPS:

- Software available on ECE machines is NOT to be copied by students under any circumstances.

- Software available to students under an NPS site license is to be provided only by authorized ECE personnel. (Students are not allowed to transfer NPS software between themselves.)

- Students receiving a copy of the site-licensed software will be instructed in the license limitations by ECE personnel. Students must follow the limitations, otherwise they should not accept the software.

- Government-purchased software is for official use only; no personal use is allowed.

- Students receiving a password for access to an NPS computer are to keep that password confidential. In particular, no student should ever give another student the password.

- Government and Navy penalties for software piracy are severe and can include loss of one's position.